
Past Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I knew Peter ____________________ to the bridge until eleven, and I
hoped by that time we would be home.
1.

(not/go)
wouldn't be going

It _________________ from winter to autumn, from autumn to summer,
from summer to spring.
2.

(go)
would be going

______________________________________ new wealth at the rate of
sixteen billions a year, if the reaper had not enriched the farmers and sent
half the farm-hands into the factories?

3.

(our manufacturers/create/?)

Would our manufacturers be creating

Fifty fathoms, three hundred feet; he was fifty below the mouth, two
hundred and fifty to sink; _____________________________________ to
the bottom?

4.

(how long/his body/get/?)
how long would his body be getting

If you had worked such a trick on my grandfather he
______________________ on this chair, as I'm doing.
5.

(not/sit)wouldn't be sitting

Years passed quickly with the whole family, and one day the parents
suddenly perceived that all three girls were grown up, and that very soon they
____________________ of marriage.

6.

(think)would be thinking

I knew that you _____________________ what kept me, so I cut out the
tongues, and coming by the place where I had left the grouse, brought them
along.

7.

(wonder)

would be wondering

They have something growing on them, some of them, a good many of
them, and certainly very many others _______________________ such
things to be growing out of them that is to say growing on them.

8.

(not/want)
would not be wanting

If it weren't urgent, I ______________________ you, you know.9. (not/call)wouldn't be calling

Sometimes the visitors came early when she was out for a walk, and the
game ____________________ when she returned; then she resigned herself
with infinite grace and took her seat at the window with her work.

10.

(go on)
would be going on
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And out there somewhere in the fragrance Jon ___________________
that letter, turning and twisting its pages in his trouble, his bewilderment and
trouble-breaking his heart about it!

11.

(read)

would be reading

______________________________________ out, blood-fanged and
wholly vicious?
12.

(how soon/the rats/swarm/?)
How soon would the rats be swarming

Merely to plant trees in such a region ____________________ a gospel
to it.
13.

(carry)
would be carrying

___________________________ out of the window?14. (Maurice/look/?)Would Maurice be looking

To Sorrento I _______________.15. (fly)'d be flying

______________________________ myself?16. (why/I/not/compare/?)Why wouldn't I be comparing

If anything could go wrong, they ______________________ me; you
know that.
17.

(not/send)
wouldn't be sending

___________________________ to watch the course of his experiment?18.
(he/not/strive/?)

Would he not be striving

But she ___________________ for him.19. (wait)would be waiting

___________________________ now if the brute's spring hadn't been
cut short?
20.

(how/you/feel/?)
How would you be feeling
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